


Except for the judge working at his bench, I’m alone in 
a coastal Texas courtroom packing my trial bag. Disap-
pointed adversaries left minutes ago. My “team” is carting 

boxes and boards to a waiting pickup truck. Suddenly, the judge 
breaks the silence: “Mr. Brogan, I’ve been wondering, you’re not 
from Philadelphia, are you?” I look up and peer straight into his 
eyes: “No, your honor, I’m originally from Michigan and attended 
college in Indiana.” “I thought so,” he drawls, “you seem like an 
honest man.” Is the judge exposing unfounded prejudices or un-
bounded parochialism? No. He said it with a smile and a bit of a 
wink; the awkward beginnings a year earlier had turned into mu-
tual respect, and a nice goodbye.  



As a Philadelphia lawyer preparing and trying commercial and 
products cases throughout the United States, I’ve heard it all: 
“voir dire,” “vir dour,” “var dear,” or “voyeur dir;” and charges, 
instructions, lessons or prayers. I think twice before standing or 
sitting. It’s all different, but very much the same. From London 
(Kentucky) through Paris (Texas) to Hell (Michigan) and back, 
I find the effort challenging but exhilarating, and serious, but 
peppered with loud, heartfelt laughter. I adjust, but never abandon 
the lessons learned “growing up” as a Philadelphia lawyer. I was 
forged in the Court of Common Pleas and the Eastern District; 
shaped by Packel, Gafni, Gawthrop, Goodheart, Jackson … and 
tempered by Foster, Litvin, Martin, Suplee, Equi, ….

After my exchange with the Texas judge, I leave and jump into 
the pickup truck, crammed with local counsel, a paralegal, client 
representative, boxes and boards. We drive through “dry” counties 
and “wet” counties, and then say our goodbyes. Soon, I’m on a 
plane, headed east, no, west. I start another trial the following 
Monday in a large city on the damp Washington coast. Upon my 
arrival, local counsel explains the judge is “miffed” by my 
absence at two scheduling conferences, the pre-trial and 
yesterday’s in-limine arguments. In fact, due to unusual 
circumstances, I’ve yet to meet the judge. On Monday, 
I trudge to the courthouse in a pouring rain, pulling 
three bankers’ boxes covered with a trash bag. Despite 
a total lack of traffic, but quite comfortable in my 
knee length Gore-Tex raincoat, I patiently obey the 
extended red light.

Minutes later, while unpacking my boxes in the 
courtroom, the judge enters to retrieve some 
papers and asks me if it was I he saw waiting in 
the driving rain for the light to change. “Yes, 
Your Honor,” I reply. He extends his hand: 
“Glad we are finally able to meet. We are going 
to get along just fine.”
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Confident, but not overly, I can go 
anywhere if I just remember: learn the rules 
wherever you go, not just the published 
ones; don’t bring an “army” of lawyers into 
the courtroom, but remember you can’t do 
it alone; show up early but obey laws and 
follow local customs; accept wise counsel, 
even commentary about dress and hair cuts; 
make decisions, and make more when your 
previous ones turn out wrong; pay attention 
to everyone and every detail; and be “on” at all times, but take a 
deep breath once in a while and just revel in the fact that you are 
in a courtroom – even when the jury has just asked for a calculator. 
Remember too: “SAY IT STRAIGHT” from the beginning to the 
end, and to the client, opposing counsel and the court – all lessons 
learned between the Delaware and Schuylkill.

During the cross examination of plaintiff’s expert in an antitrust 
case in Chicago and after many adverse rulings by a humorless 
judge who consistently mispronounces my client’s trade name, the 
judge unexpectedly sends the jury out of the courtroom. Apparently, 
he is now focusing on my use of minus signs instead of parentheses 
to show negative numbers. I assure him that my 7th-grade teacher, 
Sister Mary Polycarp, knew her math. He counters that his Ivy 
League business and Michigan Law School training trumps my 
education. We ultimately compromise: I use parentheses and he 
pronounces my client’s name correctly. When the jury returns, the 
expert relents, and we move on.

Humor always has a place. Use it prudently, and don’t be afraid to 
be the subject. This, too, I learned under Billy Penn’s watchful eye.

During an extraordinarily long, mind-numbing presentation of 
statistical evidence by the opposition in a products case, I sit at 
counsel table in a Delaware courtroom. Somehow, 
I’ve managed to cross my legs at the ankles. 
At one point, I jump up to object, without 
first uncrossing my legs. I lose my balance, 
my legs push the wheeled chair out from 
under me, and I fall flat on my back. I get 
up quickly to a mixture of laughter and 
obvious relief on the faces of the jurors, 
apologize, and make my objection. 
“Sustained.” Later, plaintiff’s counsel 
“accidentally” cuts his hand in front 
of the jury on my client’s allegedly 
dangerous product. I reach into my 
trial bag, withdraw my grade school pen 
and pencil case (the object of consistent 
ridicule by friend and foe), pull out two 
Band-Aids, pass them to counsel, and return 
to my seat. Later still, during a long, windy 
and repetitive answer by an “expert” to a question 
posed by opposing counsel, I stand and offer: “I think the 
witness has answered the question,” and sit down. The jury nods 

in appreciation.

Stay on task. Don’t let surprises derail you. Be prepared. Move 
things along. Juries everywhere get impatient. Organize extra 
copies of exhibits specifically for each witness. Bring extra copies 
of your opponent’s exhibits. They might need them, and your offer 
to help will be recognized. Be right, but be human. Again, lessons 
learned in City Hall and the U.S. Courthouse on Market Street.

I am in a Florida courtroom because opposing counsel objects to 
a continuance; we’re 27th on the call of the list. The judge enters 
the courtroom four minutes early, calls the first case, and becomes 
inpatient when no one steps forward. My local counsel raises his 
hand. Recognizing him immediately, the judge says: “Yes, Bob,” 
Mr. Robert Smith replies: “Your honor, it’s only six minutes of 
nine.” The judge: “Geez, you’re right Bob, is there anything you 
have to pass the time?” “Well, your honor,” says Mr. Smith, “we 
have this little scheduling problem with my esteemed colleague 
over there…” We walk out before 9 with the new trial date.

I recommend careful selection of local counsel. “Mail drops” are a 
mistake. Don’t let firm revenues, ego and such fog your thinking. 
The biggest firm or someone specializing in your subject area is 
not the automatic choice. Trial experience, past work with the 

judge and courthouse personnel, information 
about juror attitudes and 
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Humor always has a place. Use it 
prudently, and don’t be afraid to 

be the subject. This, too, I learned     
under Billy Penn’s watchful eye.
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community quirks, and team player personalities are at the top of 
my list. “Partner” with “local.” Divide the work to make it cost 
effective. Make sure you exercise “self awareness” when dividing 
the tasks. You may play well in Tacoma, West Bend or Upstate 
New York, but “Cousin Vinnie” should consider self-relegation to 
“second chair” in a certain county in Alabama. I watched the New 
York, D.C. and Chicago lawyers’ breeze in, and stumble out of, 
Philadelphia. An Akron lawyer came to Philadelphia and did much 
better.

I’m on the roof of a one-judge Federal Courthouse in Oklahoma, 
talking with my client on my mobile phone. During the breaks, the 
marshals have been taking us up through a labyrinth of boilers and 
equipment so my “local” can smoke. Lead plaintiffs’ counsel is also 
from the East, his case isn’t going well, and he’s losing resolve. 
Among other events, during a re-direct, my local “called him out” 
for trying to ingratiate himself to the jury by wearing “lavender” 
colored cowboy boots. Although more of a cordovan color, local 
counsel nevertheless began the redirect of a fact witness by saying: 
“What did you think when the fella’ with the lavender boots asked 
you...” After my cross of an expert, plaintiff’s counsel handed us 
an envelope purporting to “accept” an offer he rejected before 
trial, so we are on the roof trying to determine whether I have any 
authority. The answer is “no” and we return to the courtroom.

Tipstaff, marshals and reporters are people too; very important 
people. They provide invaluable support if approached 
properly. Getting a large product into the courtroom over 
security and maintenance concerns, arranging exhibits, learning 
idiosyncrasies, gaining access to storage and cargo elevators, 
and, yes, climbing stairs to the roof for smoke breaks, all 

I grab my “room keys,” leave the room, and then realize the 
“keys” are actually my car keys. So, the two of us – with no 

shirts or socks – sit and wait an hour for the staff to return. 
We’re still the talk of the town.
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contribute to success. I’ll never forget someone opening the door 
to allow a filing after closing at City Hall, or the gentlemen who 
winked at me as I was leaving the courtroom on the third day of 
my second trial and quipped: “Just keep doing what you’re doing, 
counsel.”

I come back from my early morning workout near a small but 
beautiful Central Wisconsin town. The depositions of my client’s 
employees begin in two hours. Opposing counsel and I are the 
only two guests in a 16-room “hotel,” with five or six rooms on 
each floor opening to a large “living room.” I climb the stairs to the 
second floor and see opposing counsel sitting in a chair, wearing 
only boxer shorts. Apparently, the staff abandoned the facility to 
us and left continental breakfasts outside our doors rather than 
open the dining room. When my “friend” from Kentucky went 
for the granola and milk, his door slammed shut behind him. I 
commiserate with him for a moment, enter my room, and remove 
my sweat-drenched shirt, running shoes and socks. Having been a 
guest at this quiet establishment before, thinking I might know the 
location of a spare key, and feeling only momentary compassion, 
I grab my “room keys,” leave the room, and then 
realize the “keys” are actually my car keys. So, 
the two of us – with no shirts or socks – sit and 
wait an hour for the staff to return. We’re still 
the talk of the town.

Things are going to happen. It’s the nature 
of the practice. Sometimes, all you can do is 
laugh. If you are me, you are going to

jump in a cab and rush to an airport after a 
verdict, leaving your rental car at a hotel in 
Minnesota – for two weeks; realize you packed 
your favorite blue suit but no dress shoes, and 
then rush out in Dockers for an argument in 
Florida; chase papers down a windy street in 
Chicago, after walking blocks pulling your bag 
behind you; and watch helplessly in front of the 
courthouse as your colleague steps confidently 
out of a van filled with exhibits that then rolls 
down the street because she neither placed the 
transmission in park nor set the emergency 
brake.

I do follow a checklist, but not blindly. 
Consider removal to federal court, but 
not just for the usual reasons. 
Your knowledge of the rules, 
particularly the Federal Rules 
of Evidence, may make the 
“hometown” lawyer experienced 
practicing in state courts come 
across as the out-of-towner. Think 
twice before lodging wordy 
objections to discovery, and  

remember most judges don’t appreciate refereeing contentious 
discovery practice only to learn after the fight that there are no 
responsive documents. Never forget that your discovery responses 
(and sometimes your pleadings) may be read to a jury. When merit 
favors, file dispositive motions. Despite consistent local counsel 
resistance, I almost never refrain from filing motions simply to 
avoid “angering” the judge. At the least, motions inform the judge 
of the issues. 

Well, I could go on, but it’s Saturday morning, and I’m pulling my 
clothes out of the dryer at the “Wash n’ Whare” (actual spelling) 
coin-operated laundry, 30 miles from the Canadian border. A juror 
just walked in, lugging two bags of clothes. She’s looking my way. 
Not sure, but I think I see a smile.

James M. Brogan (james.brogan@dlapiper.com) is the managing 
partner of the Philadelphia office of DLA Piper US LLP.




